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Student-
Classroom 
Communication 
Goals Grid
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What is 
Communicative 
Competence in 
the Academic 
Environment?
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Classroom 
Communication 
Goals

wants and needs

social exchanges

information exchange

language development

academic access
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Student-Classroom Communication Goals Grid
Handout and Guiding Questions

Have you had students with a home life 
which makes it challenging for them to 
learn at school? What kinds of messages 
do they need to be able to 
communicate?
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But why are we 
targeting simple 
communication? 
This is SCHOOL! 
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“Communication is central to 

classroom learning because it is 

the medium through which 

instruction takes place, meaning 

is generated, and knowledge 

and skills are shared and 

demonstrated.” Kathard & 

Pillay, 2015
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Basic Interpersonal 
Communication Skills

Cognitive Academic 
Language Proficiency

6 m onths-2 years 5-7 years

Lessons From 2nd Language Learning 
Theory Theory developed by 

Jim Cummins, Ph.D.
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Why do you think it's important to 
directly target communication for all 
of our students?

Write down some basic social 
messages we may want to target first 
with our students.
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BICS & CALP for AAC
Basic Interpersonal Communication 

Skills

“Cognitively undemanding language 
is easy to understand, deals with 
everyday language and occurrences 
and uses simple language structure”

Cognitive Academic Language

“Cognitively demanding language 
relates to abstract concepts, has 
specialized vocabulary and uses 
more complex language 
structure.”

wants and needs

social exchanges

sharing comments, opinions & info

language development

language development

academic access
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Why have we moved from the “sit and get” to 
the “get in there” model of active learning?

Reinforces important material, concepts and skills.

Provided more frequent and immediate feedback to students.

Creates personal connections to the new learning for students 
which increases their motivation to learn.

Builds self-esteem through conversations with other students.

It’s not good enough to simply GIVE 
students direction and information, 
they need to be able to actively 
communicate and engage to learn 
ANYTHING. https://teach ing .corne ll.edu/teach ing-resources/engag ing -students/active -learn ing
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Students with 
Special Needs 
require explicit 
instruction in 
communication

Function

Tools

Language Concepts

Practice

Generalize

Learn to 
communicate, then 
communicate to 
learn!
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Can our students actively participate if 
they have no way to express themselves?  
How can we help with this?
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wants and needs

social 
exchanges

information 
exchange

language 
development

academic access
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Expected 
Communication 
Behaviors

Communication 
Scope & Sequence!
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Origin of Expected Communication Behaviors

Roger Brown
A First Language: The Early Stages
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Ability Levels
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Completing 
and Scoring

1. Add 
checks

2. Divide 
by total in

this box

3. Put 
number

or % 
here
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Summary of 
Communication 

Behaviors

“Andrew is consistently communicating at the Presymbolic Communication level using gestures, facial expression and 
behaviors across environments. He is developing skills at a Symbolic Communication level, using his AAC system with 
reminders to meet basic wants and needs.  With direct cues, he is showing improvement in his use of symbols for social 
exchanges and to share information. When engaged in academic topics, Andrew is able to use symbolic communication. 
(AAC device or picture symbols, to respond and participate at a single word level.”
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Think about your students.  Do you have 
students in each of these ability levels?  
Is there a certain level that corresponds 
to most of your students' skills?
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Social Exchanges Example: 

16

Social Information 
Exchange
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How Do We Use Classroom Communication 
Goals Grid to Drive the IEP?

Present Level of Performance
• Calculate the percentage of 

achievement of objectives for 
each of the 5 goals to 
determine a baseline.

• Use the descriptions to talk 
about how your student is 
communicating well and what 
they are still learning.

1
Goal Selection:
• Choose objectives from each 

of the 5 goals pages which 
are strengths we need to
build on, or weaknesses we 
need to teach

2
Progress Reporting
• Compare the percentage of

improvement in the 
objectives for each of the 5 
goals!
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How would you describe the Present 
Level of Performance for our friend 
here?
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Implementation 
Tools

• Classroom Goals Grid-R
• Communication 

Passport
• Environmental Analysis
• Vocabulary Lists
• Lesson Plans
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Round Table 
Discussion!

Large Group Discussion Goals:
1. Presentation of the student characteristics
2. Accurately determine and describe the student’s

current communication skills.
3. Determine appropriate, measurable goals for

upcoming year.
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Coffee Table 
Discussion

Individual/Small Group Goals:

1. Accurately describe the
student’s current 
communication skills.

2. Determine appropriate, 
measurable goals for upcoming
year.
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Work through a case study with one 
person's student.  Talk through why you 
are giving credit for skills, or not.  
Remember, if the skill is not consistently 
displayed, we should not check it off.

Give it a try yourself.  Pick one student, 
maybe one whose IEP is coming up, 
and complete the Student 
Communication Goals Grid.  Talk to 
your other team members about your 
findings, or better yet, include them in 
the process!
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